
your work, following the thread 

path for at least a couple of 

rounds back. Remove needle and 

trim or burn thread.

11. Thread needle onto tail at other 

end and go back around through 

the top row of A’s to tighten on the 

peg. Weave in as we did in Step 

10, following your thread path. 

Trim or burn thread.  

12. Remove cap from beaded rope. 

Apply adhesive to the peg then 

slide beaded rope back on, 

snugging the end up into the cap. 

Repeat with second cap at other 

end of rope. Clamp with clothes 

pins or Wonder Clips and allow 

to dry. 

13. Open one jump ring and attach 

both cap loops. Close jump ring.

14. Open one jump ring and attach to 

jump rings placed in Step 13 and 

loop of earring post. Close jump 

ring.

15. Repeat all steps for second 

earring.

Danielle’s Netted 
Rope Earrings

Design by: Danielle Wickes 

Instructions

www.tierracast.com

Fresh and Stunning Ombre Effect

1. Thread needle with 6 ft of 

beading thread. 

2. Pick up two color A beads, 1B, 

2A, 1B, 2A, 1B and then sew 

back through all the beads twice 

to form a ring being sure to exit 

a color B, leaving a 4" tail. Place 

ring onto the peg of one Beaded 

Rope Cap to check for fit. (If 

preferred, continue to work on the 

peg for the first few rounds.)

3. Step up through the first color 

B added. *Add 1A, 1B, 1A, then 

sew through the next B*. Repeat * 

through * twice more to complete 

round.

4. Step up through the next color A 

and B. *Add 1A, 1B, and 1A, then 

sew through the next B*. Repeat * 

TIP: This project recommends 
basic beadweaving experience. The 
technique is 3-bead Netting in the 
Round. Carol Huber Cyphers book 
Mastering Beadwork contains the 
instructions that inspired this design.

through * twice more to complete 

round.

5. Repeat Step 4 for seven more 

rounds. This is the end of color 

block one, total 10 rounds. 

6. Repeat Step 4 replacing color A 

with color Ab for 10 rounds. This 

completes color block two. 

7. Repeat Step 4 replacing color A 

with color Ac for 11 rounds. This 

completes the center color block.

8. Repeat Step 6 (color Ab). This 

completes color block 4.  

9. For the final color block (color A) 

complete 7 rounds, then begin 

working on the peg of the second 

cap for the next two.

10. For the last round, cinch the ring 

down by adding 2A and sewing 

through the “up” B. Repeat twice, 

then step up into the 2A’s added 

and sew through only the A’s to 

tighten. Repeat the thread path 

through the last row twice more 

to tighten, then weave back into 

Supplies 
2     Beaded Earring Post 
       (94-1011-26)
4     Joy Glue-in Beaded Rope Cap     
       (94-5848-26)
4     Oval Jump Ring 20ga 4x3mm     
       (01-0018-09)
Size 11 round (rocaille) seed beads in    
       a violet (Main - A)

Size 11 round (rocaille) seed beads in    
       a teal (Main - Ab)
Size 11 round (rocaille) seed beads in  
       a turquoise (Main - Ac)
Size 11 round (rocaille) seed beads in  
       gold (Contrast - B)
Fireline 6 lb or favorite beading thread
E6000

Required Tools 

Thread cutters, beading needle,
chain and/or flat nose pliers (2),
clothes pins or Clover Wonder Clips,
thread burner (optional)

Finished Size
Approx. 3 inches

skill set
not too hard
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